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Assessment Spotlight

Student-athlete intake survey on academic 
major selection 

Introduction
What is the problem?

SAs initially declare a major and then realize they 
want to change it.  This can create immediate 
concerns about continuing athletic eligibility, and 
academic progress/success.



Purpose of Assessment
Who will the surveys target?

 Prospective or incoming freshman SAs
 Transfer SAs
 Survey included/required for NLIs- National 

Letter of Intents (athletic scholarship offers)
 Identified prospective SAs applying for 

admission  



Purpose of Assessment
How will the survey help?  What is the survey?

 Provides a list of majors and options offered 
(including ‘impacted’ programs)

 Assess confidence levels in how sure/unsure 
SAs are about their selection of major

 Explanation of what research/exploration they 
used to select major



Purpose of Assessment (continued)

 Awareness of the ramifications of changing/not 
changing major

 Coach/Dept will get information that could 
affect admission status, Orientation, course 
registration, eligibility, etc.

 Mistaken or inappropriate major selection can 
be identified and possibly changed



What is the survey?

 Eight questions on:

◦ What is your MAJOR and OPTION
◦ Confidence level in selection of your major (1-10)
◦ Why did you choose this major?
◦ What research was done, if any?
◦ Do you know the Math and/or academic pre-reqs?
◦ Are you aware how choice of major may affect NCAA eligibility?



Why do SAs need to know the importance of 
Major Selection?

 Eligibility is determined by completion of required coursework in 
major and option

 Selection of major determines what Orientation to attend!
 More majors have become “Impacted” for admission
 Pre-requisite courses may not count as NCAA units (example)

 Changing (or not changing) majors may render a SA ineligible 
(example- ECE)

 In many cases, students cannot change major at will or immediately 
◦ Accept change in certain quarters (i.e.  W-Soccer- Psy/Soc)

◦ Pre-requisites…. Some with minimum grades (ACC, FRL)

◦ Attendance at mandatory meeting (CBA)

 If change is made, the effective term of new major can affect 
eligibility (timing)



Findings/Results

 Results are in progress……

 Surveys received from:
◦ SAs that signed NLIs
◦ Prospective SAs that applied after deadline

 ‘Confident’ indications so far (6-10 range)



Next Steps
 After a defined period, check/compare if initial major 

selection has changed

 Implement a post survey to find out if original survey 
helped with selection of major

 More information on “choosing a major” i.e. Career 
Center, Majors Fair, etc.



Questions?

 Thank you…

GO BRONCOS!
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